CHN-6HAK

5/6D Hainan Round Island
Haikou  Xinglong  Sanya Wenchang
Attractions: *Wanquan river* Bo’ao Forum for Asia* Tropical Botanical Garden
*Hainan Quanyin Statue*
* Li & Miao Minority Cultural Village*Yalong Bay Scenic Area*
Highlight Delicacies: Wenchang Braised Chicken, Peasant Banquet.

Day 1: Arrival at Haikou (Lunch)
Upon arrival at Haikou, meet and greet by our friendly tour guide. Transfer to hotel. Free at
leisure. After Lunch, you may wish to visit these places of interest on your own; either by foot or taxi.
Visit the Haikou Zhongshan Road, FengXiaoGang Film Commune and Arcade Snacks Street. All these
places are short distance
within each other.
Day 2: Haikou – Xinglong (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
Today, we will start our tour by visiting the Wu Gong Ci, also known as the “No.1 Building in
Hainan”. Then we will proceed to Wanquan River, the third river of Hainan Island. We will also make a
photo stop at the Bo’ao Forum for Asia. Follow by, we will continue our journey to the paradise of hot
spring, Xinglong. Upon arrival, we will enter into the tropical world, The Tropical Botanical Garden. It is
one of the four national eco-environment exemplary education centers and gene pools of species in
China, and was recommended by the Chinese government as the world’s Top 500 Environments to the
UNESCO. Before dinner, you can try the local coffee and Cocoa, which are provided free of charge in
the garden. And you could buy some back home to your friends. After dinner, you may wish to enjoy
the hot spring.
Day 3: Xinglong – Sanya (Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
After breakfast, we will procced our tour to Sanya, an attractive and sacred tourist attraction.
Our first stop will be Sanya Luhuitou Park, the hilltop park is noted for being an excellent place to have
a look at sea-view and get a bird’s eye view on downtown Sanya. Then we will proceed to visit the Silk
Factory, to find out the process of silk production. Followed by, we will pay a visit to the Nanshan Kwanyin Statue, who stands erecting on the South China Sea, as if the Kwan-yin Bodhisattva is riding on
waves to approach. The statue rises 78 meters high, together with the pedestal, the height is 108
meters, is thus the highest of its kind in the world. If Say Liberty Staue represents the western value of
“freedom, peace and liberty”, then the Nan Shan Kwan-yin stands for the oriental world’s spirit of
“peace, wisdom and mercy” (the statue has 3 different sides). After that we will learn about the local
tea culture and enjoy the local tea. After dinner, you may wish to join an optional event to watch the
live performance “Song Dynasty Ancient Laser Show”.

Day 4: Sanya – Haikou(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
Today, we will be visiting the Yalong Bay Scenic Area, also known as “The Oriental Hawaii”. One of thr most famous scenic spots on
Hainan Island. It is a crescent-shape bay surrounded by mountains on three side, earning its reputation for soft beach, clean sea water and
warm sunshine. After lunch, we will visit the Bamboo Charcoal Factory, then to the Li & Miao Minority Cultural Village. The Li and Miao
are the native inhabitants of Hainan, and are still the island’s largest ethnic minority group. Visitors will have a chance to learn about local
customs and traditions, as well as a little local history. On our way back to Haikou, we will stop by for the local product shop to purchase
some Hainan Local Product.

Day 5: Haikou-Singapore (Breakfast) Tour Code: CHN-5HAK
After breakfast, free at leisure till depart to the airport. 一 En route drive through【Qiongzhou Bridge】, down below the bridge
is the longest river of Hainan【Nan Du River】.The river is very wide and grand .We sincerely hope you will travel with us again..

6 Days Hainan Round Island
**Day 1 – Day 4 will be the same routing as above**Tour Code: CHN-6HAK

Day 5: Haikou (Breakfast)
After breakfast, free at leisure ,you can visit one of the most active commercial streets of
Haikou - Haixiu Road , with DC town (digital products) , Mingzhu Plaza

Day 6: Haikou-Singapore (Breakfast)
After breakfast, free at leisure till depart to the airport.,En route drive through Qiongzhou Bridge , down below the bridge is the
longest river of Hainan Nan Du River . The river is very wide and grand .We sincerely hope you will travel with us again..

6 Days “Farmtastic” Hainan
**Day 1 – Day 3 will be the same routing as above**Tour Code: CHN-6HAKFF
Day 4: Sanya – Wenchang(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
Today, we will be visiting the Yalong Bay Scenic Area, also known as “The Oriental Hawaii”. One of the most famous scenic
spots on Hainan Island. It is a crescent-shape bay surrounded by mountains on three sides, earning its reputation for soft beach,
clean seawater and warm sunshine. After lunch, we will visit the Bamboo Charcoal Factory, then to the Li & Miao Minority Cultural
Village. The Li and the Miao are the native inhabitants of Hainan, and are still the island's largest ethnic minority group. Visitors will
have a chance to learn about traditional local customs and traditions, as well as a little local history. Follow by, we will proceed to
Wen Chang, Wenchang is the source of most overseas Hainanese migrants, with the majority of Singapore's Hainanese population
having ancestral roots in Wenchang.

Day 4: Wenchang – Haikou(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
This morning, we will head to the Hulu Farm to experience the local farm life. Here, you are allow to pluck the organic fruits
and vegetables, fishing, ride a buggy, horse riding and gaming. On our way back to Haikou, we will stop by for the local product
shop to purchase some Hainan Local Product. After dinner, you may wish to join an optional event to watch the live performance
“Impression of Hainan Island” by Zhang Yi Mou.
Optional Tour: Song Dynasty Ancient Laser Show 300RMB per person , Cruise at Bo’ao Jade Belt Beach 80RMB/per person

Day 6: Haikou-Singapore (Breakfast)
After breakfast, free at leisure till depart to the airport.,En route drive through Qiongzhou Bridge , down below the bridge is the
longest river of Hainan Nan Du River . The river is very wide and grand .We sincerely hope you will travel with us again.
Terms & Conditions:
- Due to unforeseen circumstances, the sequence of the hotel /itinerary is subject to changes with/ without prior notice.
- It is compulsory to tip your guide and driver to show your appreciation. RMB25 PER PAX/PER DAY
- Tour is conducted in Mandarin, unless otherwise specified. Request for bilingual (Mandarin & English) guide is subject to Confirmation.
- Non-Singaporean may require a tourist visa, please refer to our consultants for application details.

